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I Sp y wi th My Li ttl e Eye Mi n n esota
By Kathy-jo Wargin

Sleeping Bear Press. Hardcover. Book Condition: New. Hardcover. 32 pages. Dimensions: 11.0in. x
10.1in. x 0.4in.From the author of V is for Viking: A Minnesota Alphabet and North Star Numbers: A
Minnesota Number Book comes yet another reason to enjoy learning about this north woods state.
Kathy-jo Wargins poetic puzzles are perfectly paired with dual photos of Minnesota scenery and
landmarks. Taken by Great Lakes photographer Ed Wargin, one in each pair of photos has
undergone a slight change. Can you spot the difference This visual treat is a charming way to
acquaint beginning readers with the great state of Minnesota and its wonders. In addition to
penning the first book in this new series, I Spy with My Little Eye Minnesota, Kathy-jo Wargins other
books celebrating the Great Lakes region include the 2001 IRA Childrens Choice Award winner The
Legend of the Loon and The Edmund Fitzgerald: Song of the Bell. Ed Wargin has been a working
artist for nearly twenty years, having started his successful career in commercial advertising
photography. Eds work has been published in numerous magazines and publications throughout
the world. He and Kathy-jo, along with their son, Jake, live in Petoskey, Michigan. This item ships...
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Reviews
This publication is definitely not e ortless to get started on studying but extremely enjoyable to see. I was able to comprehended almost everything using
this created e pdf. I am pleased to let you know that here is the finest publication i have go through in my very own lifestyle and could be he very best pdf
for ever.
-- Pr of. Julia na La ng osh DVM
Most of these ebook is the ideal pdf readily available. it was actually writtern quite flawlessly and valuable. Once you begin to read the book, it is extremely
difficult to leave it before concluding.
-- Pr of. Jor dy K ihn
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